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done to avoid offending the sensibilities of the modern Arabic reader for whom the 
text was edited in the first place. For the same reason, peculiar medieval orthogra- 
phy of certain Arabic words, such as ki/Zi (written with ulif muy@iru), ku/lamZ, 
and limukZnu, is made to conform to modern spelling, kilii, kuli” ma, and 1imZi 
k5zu. Similarly, words spelled with dagger alfi in the archaic forms, or words 
spelled with the improper chair of the hamzah, are also made to conform to 
modern spelling. Those who wish to use the text as linguistic evidence of medieval 
Arabic, and thus would like to see these archaic spellings preserved, should be 
assured that in each case the critical apparatus preserves these variants; therefore 
they may use the text for linguistic purposes without offending the sensibilities of 
the modern Arabic reader. 
On a purely aesthetic level, Rashed’s edition is a pleasure to read. The typeface 
is probably the most elegant typeface used for scientific Arabic and is far superior 
to the typeface that was used to produce the preliminary Cairene edition. 
In brief, Rashed’s edition promises to become the model to be followed by other 
editors of Arabic scientific texts, for it has answered most of the technical ques- 
tions to which scientific texts might give rise. 
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Reviewed by J. L. Berggren 
Department <Jf Mathemutics, Simon Fraser University, Burnaby, British Columbia, Canada 
Diophantos’ Arithmetica stands in sharp contrast to the number-theoretic 
books of Euclid’s Elements. Far from being an axiomatic development of number 
theory, the Arithmetica is a collection of problems asking for rational numbers 
satisfying one or more conditions involving several unknown quantities, an exam- 
ple being to find two cubes whose sum is equal to the difference of two given 
squares. 
However, although there are no axioms there is a structure to the book inherent 
in the grouping of problems and their interrelationships. In addition, not only are 
the rational solutions given but their derivation is performed in broad daylight. 
However, more often than not the derivations involve some neat trick of the sort 
that makes a mathematician laugh in amazement-an aspect of the work that has 
occasioned the most trouble for historians who have tried to give an account of 
Diophantos’ method that would give the work more the appearance of normal 
* J. L. Berggren was asked to review this book from a mathematical point of view, while George 
Saliba was asked to review it from a philological perspective. 
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science and less that of black magic. The reactions have ranged from Hankel’s 
admission of defeat, “It is on that account difficult for the modem mathematician 
even after studying 100 Diophantine solutions to solve the 1Olst problem” 
(Heath’s translation in his Diophantos ofAlexat&ia), to Rashed’s claim that his 
expose’ makes it clear how relatively few methods Diophantos used. 
The most popular exposition of Diophantos’ methods has been in terms of the 
language of algebra and algebraic identities-witness Tannery, Heath, and Van 
der Waerden. However, over 300 years ago Isaac Newton pointed to the possibil- 
ity of a geometric approach in an unpublished short essay called by its editor, 
D. T. Whiteside, “The Generation of Rational Solutions from Given Instances.” 
Newton observed that if a straight line ax + by + c = 0 (a, b, c rational) meets a 
conic in one point with rational coordinates or a cubic curve in two such points 
(possibly a double point), then it will meet the curve in another point with rational 
coordinates. Whiteside noted in his edition of Newton’s essay that Diophantos’ 
methods are the analytic equivalent of Newton’s geometric description, and in 
1981 I. Bashmakova, in a paper not cited by Rashed, published a thorough investi- 
gation of the development of a geometric approach to Diophantine problems 
(“Arithmetic of Algebraic Curves from Diophantus to Poincare,” HM 8, (1981), 
393-416). The geometrical version of Diophantos’ method is known as “the 
method of the chord and the tangent,” and in her paper Bashmakova illustrated 
with examples chosen from the extant Greek books of Diophantos how he used 
the analytic equivalent of this method in his solutions. 
What Rashed has done is to carry this analysis much further and, in collabora- 
tion with the mathematician G. Lachaud, introduce the reader to an account of the 
theory of affine and projective algebraic varieties (essentially through Bezout’s 
Theorem) sufficient to support an analysis of Diophantos’ work in terms of the 
method of secant and tangent (“La methode de la corde”). The exposition is 
perfectly comprehensible, especially when one works through it with a group of 
colleagues who know some algebraic geometry, but one learning the subject for 
the first time may wish that the exposition contained more informal remarks about 
what is going on. However, the illustrations of the theory with examples from 
Diophantos are helpful. 
Following the exposition of the theory there is, for each of the problems and 
solutions in Books IV-VII, a mathematical commentary consisting of two parts: 
(1) a transcription of problem and solution into algebraic symbolism and (2) a 
commentary in terms of the algebraic geometry described above. This is a lengthy 
task, but Rashed has grouped the problems together as much as possible without 
tampering with the order in which they appear, and he has therefore been able to 
make one commentary serve for several consecutive problems. 
The algebraic transcription is, for the most part, a faithful image of the text, the 
principal deviations being the use of x4, x5, . . . for x2x2, x3x2, . . . , and the use 
of literal parameters where Diophantos used small whole numbers. The former 
practice seems unexceptionable in the context of a mathematical commentary, 
and the latter is in accord with the repeated remarks of Diophantos which make it 
clear that his parameters are to be understood as being arbitrary. Only occasion- 
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ally does Rashed go beyond what this reviewer thinks appropriate in this regard, 
e.g., in the case of his commentary on Problems VI 5, 6, and 7, where the 
transcriptions should certainly be (5) x2x3 + x4 = ~2, (6) xXxX2 - x6 = y2, and (7) x2x3 
- x4 = y2 as opposed to Rashed’s .$x3 + z4 = y?, z?x? - z6 = y?, and z2x3 - 
L4 = y?. 
The most surprising feature of the mathematical commentary, however, is 
Rashed’s decision to interpret Diophantos’ work in the language of algebraic 
geometry, although, as we have said, it is not without recent precedent. In judging 
such a decision one should heed Rashed’s prefatory remark that “it goes without 
saying that these two interpretations [the algebraic and that of algebraic geometry] 
are equally foreign to Diophantos and that we attribute neither to him. His alone is 
the text itself. . . .” Indeed, anything beyond the literal translation given in 
French, carefully adhering to all the “square-square” ‘s and avoiding all symbol- 
ism for which there is no evidence that it was in Diophantos’ original Greek text, 
is an interpretation of Diophantos’ work. It seems better, then, to avoid a priori 
judgments on the value of one interpretation or another, and to ask instead what 
we can learn from a given interpretation. 
Apropos of this point, Rashed justifies his more modern reading on the grounds 
that it permits one to perceive better “the authentically arithmetic nature” of 
Diophantos’ procedure, to catch a glimpse of an algorithm (secant and tangent) 
which has been applied by Diophantos without any explicit justification, and to 
see clearly the few methods Diophantos used despite the apparent variety of his 
problems and methods. With the last two points we agree, but can only say of the 
first that if by “authentically arithmetic nature of Diophantos’ procedure” Rashed 
means that the problem asks for numbers and the whole procedure uses arithmetic 
operations to force out of an assumed number sufficient information to identify it, 
then the more modern reading does not do that for us. Indeed, only a close study 
of the text can, for there is no royal road to historical insight. 
As it is, the reviewer can only record some of the lessons he has learned: 
(1) Such a reading is as possible as the algebraic one, and algebraic geometry is 
no more a Procrustean bed for Diophantos than is symbolic algebra. Just as there 
is an algebraic equivalent for Diophantos’ problems and solutions, so is there an 
algebrao-geometric equivalent. 
(2) Such a reading can provide insight into unsuspected depth in Diophantos’ 
problems. One can learn at least one reason why a given solution seems so 
complicated, as in the problem-group IV&IV.8, or why a seemingly trivial prob- 
lem (such as VI.ll) is included. 
(3) The reading may suggest lines of further work. For instance, to what extent 
did the study of Diophantos’ methods by mathematicians from Newton onward, 
who looked on the work through eyes used to analytic geometry, contribute to the 
development of methods which ultimately led to algebraic geometry? 
(4) It may help in giving an individual mathematician/historian an overview of 
Diophantos’ work. For example, just as it is useful when going through Archi- 
medes’ arguments in On Spirals to keep in mind that he is trying to do what we 
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now accomplish by calculating a derivative and integrating a quadratic function, 
so it is also helpful to keep in mind that Diophantos is trying to do what we now 
accomplish by the method of the secant and tangent. 
One danger of this approach, however, is that one slips insensibly and by steps 
into writing about “Archimedes’ integration procedures” or ‘.‘Diophantos’ 
method of the tangent and secant.” In general Rashed has avoided this pitfall, the 
exception being stray remarks such as that on pp. clxiv-clxv of Tome III: 
“Diophantos here uses again his habitual method of cutting the curve C, whose 
equation is (4.16.1), by the family of curves I?(U) of equations x = t, y = ut2.” 
Diophantos, of course, does no such thing, and although this way of writing may 
be only a manner of expression, it is a slippery path and best completely avoided. 
The chief objection to what Rashed has done, and this is meant less as a 
criticism than as a comment, is that algebraic geometry is far from easy, even for 
one trained in mathematics, and therefore much of the commentary will mean 
little to many readers. However, despite this, algebraic geometry is one of the 
most rapidly growing areas of modern mathematics, and the study of the theory of 
Diophantine equations has lately led to G. Faltings’ spectacular confirmation of 
Mordell’s conjecture on the finiteness of abelian varieties. One expects therefore 
that Rashed’s careful study of Diophantos’ problems from this modern point of 
view will find many readers among mathematicians who enjoy a careful discussion 
of ancient texts in the light of a rapidly developing area of modern mathematics. 
